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Abstract:  An automatic POS tagger is an essential component of any Natural Language Processing (NLP) work. It is one of 
the important steps towards the processing of Natural Language. There are various challenges in the tagging of POS and 
most of the time these are language-dependent. Assamese is a morphologically rich and free word order language. Because 
of this, the challenges are even more. In the present paper, the basic concept of the POS tagger and its importance in the 
NLP is discussed. In the later part of the paper, the overall characteristics of the Assamese language are discussed in short 
and its various challenge that may arise towards the tagging of POS is discussed. The paper also discusses about the various 
POS tagging techniques that are commonly used in the tagging of POS.  
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I. INTRODUCTION: WHAT IS PARTS OF SPEECH (POS) 

AND ITS TAGGING 

Words are the constituents of a sentence.  Each word in a 
sentence is classified into different word classes.  According 
to the use and its placement in a sentence, words are divided 
into different classes called Parts-of-Speech (POS) or word 
classes or syntactic categories. It is very much necessary to 
have different classes of words in a sentence to form a 
sentence and to give its appropriate meaning or semantics. In 
fact, the parts-of-speech works as the building blocks of the 
grammar of any language, more specifically, in the linguistic 
part of the syntax[1]. The grammar of any language is very 
important and it depends heavily on the parts-of-speech to 
produce required semantic expressions, both verbal as well 
as written[2][3]. It can also be said that parts-of-speech may 
be considered as the life-blood of any language in that, a lack 
of a sequence of appropriate words representing parts-of-
speech would results in the spoken or written words 
meaningless[4]. 

Parts-of-Speech are very important as it reveals all the 
information about a word and its neighbor. In fact,  POS 
helps us to get information about neighboring words 
knowing the class of a word. For example, if a word is a 
noun it is preceded by either a determiner or an adjective, if 
the word is a verb, it is preceded by a noun. 

Parts-of-Speech(POS) tagging is a process of classifying 
each word in a sentence into one of the Parts-of-Speech 
belongs to that language. In simple words, we can say that 
tagging is a task, where each word in a sentence is labeled 
into the appropriate Parts-of-Speech. POS tagging is very 
much necessary for parsing that is the process of determining 

the syntactic structure of a sentence. It means parsing is 
followed by POS tagging. Parsing is one of the very 
important steps towards the processing of Natural Language. 
But as a preliminary step, tagging of Parts-of-Speech is 
carried out, and this is generally performed by the language 
experts of the language under consideration in manual 
process or automatically by a program in computer based on 
the already prepared tagset for that specific language.  

II. POS TAGGING AND ITS IMPORTANCE IN NLP 

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is the ability of a 
computer system to process Natural Languages. Natural 
Languages are languages, which are spoken by human 
beings. Although, there are grammars associated with each 
language having different syntactic structures which are all 
grammatically correct can results in the same semantic 
meaning[5][6]. Because of not having a one-to-one 
relationship between syntactic and semantic, the processing 
of natural languages by a computer system is considered as a 
real challenge [7]. This is because, to understand and process 
different syntactic structures, the system is also required to 
be that much versatile. 

 
Figure1: Natural Language Processing 

 In NLP, we develop a program, whose purpose is to tag 
each and every word of the corpus under study. The process 
of tagging is based on the Parts-of-Speech (POS) of the 
language under study[8]. It is known as POS tagging which 
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is a process of automatic assignment of lexical categories or 
word class markers such as Noun, Pronoun, Verb, 
Adjective, Adverb, etc. for each word in a sentence 
according to the grammar of that natural language. In NLP, 
POS tagging is carried out to remove any kind of 
disambiguates among the words.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: POS tagging Process 

 
  Any NLP related work typically have the steps as shown 
in Figure3:  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure3: NLP standard steps 

 Part-of-speech tagging is the process of marking up 
words and punctuation characters present in a corpus with 
the appropriate POS labels. The main purpose of the POS 
tagging is to determine the lexical property of word 
understudy in the context and situation in which it was 
used.  The grammatical or the syntactic category of a word 
is determined by two factors, namely, "lexical" and 
"contextual" information. The lexical information is 
associated with the type or category of the word whereas the 
contextual information is associated with the context or 
environment in which it is used. There are many problems 
associated with POS tagging[26]. They are: 

 

1.      In natural languages there are many words that are 
not listed in the lexical database. These words are 
known as "out of vocabulary" (OOV) words. 

  
2.      As far as the lexical category is concerned, there 
may be many words, which shows ambiguity regarding 

the placement of that word into a lexical category. As 
an example, we can talk about the Assamese word কৰ 
/kɒr/, which is used as a verb as well as a noun. 
When it is used as a verb, it means "to do" and when it 
is used as a noun, it means "hand". 

  
3.      The training data used to train the system plays a 
vital role. If it is small in size, the POS tagger will not 
be considered as efficient. 

 

III. CLASSIFICATION OF POS TAGGER 

 There are several approaches for POS tagging. The 
Figure4 describes the different POS tagging models 
normally used. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure4: Classification of POS Tagger 

 Although there are many models which can be used for 
the classification of POS taggers [9][10][11], in the current 
paper, some of the commonly used are disused below which 
are most commonly used in case the Assamese Language: 
 
Supervised models  
 In these models, a pre-annotated corpus is required 
which is used to train the model to learn information about 
the tagset, word-tag frequencies, rule sets, etc. [12][25]. The 
accuracy of the model depends on the size of the corpus. 
When the size of the corpus is large, it gives better accuracy 
and at the same time takes a long time for training and 
prediction.  
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Unsupervised models  
 In comparison to the supervised POS Tagging model, 
the unsupervised POS Tagging models do not require a pre-
annotated corpus. Instead, they are more sophisticated and 
uses advanced computational techniques such as the Baum-
Welch algorithm to automatically induce tagsets, 
transformation rules, etc. Once the tagsets and information 
rule is set, they either calculate the probabilistic information 
which is required by the stochastic taggers or apply 
contextual rules required by rule-based systems or 
transformation-based systems [12], [13].  
  
  Both the supervised and unsupervised models can be 
further classified into the following categories.  

 
Rule‐based and transformation‐based models  
 In case of the rule-based POS Tagging models, there is 
a set of handwritten rules and uses contextual information to 
assign POS tags to words. These rules are often known as 
context frame rules set by linguistic experts. On the other 
hand, in the case of the transformation-based model a 
predefined set of handcrafted rules as well as automatically-
induced rules that are generated during training is applied. 
Apart from it, some model also used morphological rules 
[14], capitalization and punctuation, etc. [13].  
  
Stochastic models  
 In case of the stochastic models the frequency, 
probability, or statistics are used. It is based on different  
 
 

 
methods such as Hidden Markov Models (HMM), 
maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE) or n-grams. The 
HMM-based methods require the evaluation of the 
"argmax" formula, which is very expensive in terms of time 
complexity as in this case all the possible tag sequences 
need to be checked, in order to find the sequence that 
maximizes the probability. So, in HMM-based approached, 
a dynamic programming model known as the Viterbi 
Algorithm is used to find the optimal tag sequence [15].  
  
 And lastly, the neural networks [16][17] is applied for 
both supervised and unsupervised POS Tagging models. 
 

IV. POS IN ASSAMESE LANGUAGE 

  The grammatical information of any language is 
determined by the tags. All the tags belongs to a language is 
represented  as a set known as tagset. The size of a tagset is 
very important as far as the versatility of the tagset is 
concerned. The efficiency and quality of the research 
depends on its tagset size. In the table (Table1), the 
Assamese version of the BIS Tagset is shown along with 
example of each tag type. Although the Table1 shows a 
tagset based on BIS tagset, it is not the complete one. There 
are many tags still need to be added to it and it is an ever-
growing process as any language become richer and richer 
when it come in contact with other languages. In the present 
research, the authors tries to identify the most important and 
frequently occurring tags to represent the tagset.      

 
TABLE1: THE ASSAMESE TAGSET AS PER THE BIS 

 

Slno  POS  Category  Label 
Annotation
Convension 

Assamese  Example 

1 
Noun(N) 

িবেশষয্ 

Common  NN  N_NN 
জািতবাচক 
িবেশষয্ 

মানহু /manuh/, 
তৰা /tɒra/ 

Proper  NNP  N_NNP 
বয্িkবাচক 
িবেশষয্ 

ৰাম /ram/, bhপুt 
/brɒhmɒputrɒ/ 

Collective  SN  N_SN 
সমি বাচক 
িবেশষয্ 

সভা /xɒbha/, 
পিৰষদ /pɒrixɒd/ 

2 
Pronoun(PP) 

সবর্নাম 

Personal  PRP  P_PRP 
বয্িkবাচক 
সবর্নাম 

মi /mɒi/, তi 
/tɒi/, তুিম /tumi/, 
আপুিন /apuni/,  
িস /xi/, তাi /tai/ 

Reflexive  PRF  P_PRF 
আtবাচক 
সবর্নাম 

িনজ /nij/, sয়ং 
/swɒyɒng/, আেপান 
/apon/ 

Relative  PRL  P_PRL 
সmnবাচক 
সবর্নাম 

িয /ji/, িযহ /jih/ 

Interogative  PRQ  P_PRQ  p বাচক সবর্নাম 
িক /ki/, িকহ 
/kih/,  েকান /kon/ 

Inclusive  INC  P_INC  সাকলয্বাচক  সকেলা /xɒkɒlo/, 
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সবর্নাম  সমহু /xɒmuh/, 
uভয় /ubhɒy/, 
আটাi /atai/ 

Demonstrative  DRM  P_DRM 
িনেদর্শেবাধক 
সবর্নাম 

i / i/, ei /ei/, িস 
/xi/, েসiয়া 
/xaiya/, েসৗ /xou/ 

3 
Verb(V) 

িkয়া 

Main  VM  V_VM  মখূয্ িkয়া 
হয় /hɒy/, আেছ 
/ase/, যা /ja/, যাম 
/jam/, গ’ল  /gɔ̩l/ 

Auxiliry  VAUX  V_VAUX  সহায়কাৰী িkয়া 

(i) খাi /khai/, ৈগ 
/goi/, বিহ (বহ‐i) 
/bɒhi/,  
পিঢ়ব (খুিজেছাঁ) 
/pɒrhibɒ/ 
(/khujisõ/), েকাৱা 
(কথা) 
/kova/(/kɒtha/) 

4 
Adjective (JJ) 

িবেশষণ  ‐‐  JJ  JJ  িবেশষণ 

গৰম /gɒrɒm/, 
দয়াল ু/dɒyalu/, 
িকcিকচীয়া 
/kiskisia/ 

5 
Adverb (RB) 

িkয়া িবেশষণ  ‐‐  RB  RB  িkয়া িবেশষণ 

খৰৈক /khɒrkɒi/, 
েসানকােল 
/xonkalɛ/, oচেৰ‐
পাজেৰ /osorɛ - 

pajorɛ/, তাৈল 
/talɒi/ 

6 
Postposition(PSP)

aনপুদ  ‐‐  PSP  PSP  aনপুদ 

aেথর্ /ɒrthɛ/, dাৰা 
/dwara/, েচান 
/son/, পাi /pai/, 
হবলা /hɒbɒla/, 
চাৈগ /sagɒ̩i/ 

7 
Conjunction(CC) 

সংেযাজক 

Co‐ordinator  CCD  CC_CCD  সংেযাজক 
আৰ ু/aru/, aথচ 
/ɒthɒsɒ/, েতেn 
/tente/ 

Subordinator  CCS  CC_CCS  সমnয়ক 

যিদo /jɒdio/, 
তথািপ /tɒthapi/, 
িকn /kintu/, 
aথবা /ɒthɒba/ 

8 
Indeclinable (RP)

aবয্য় 
Interjection /  
Exclamatory 

INJ  RP_INJ 
ভাৱেবাধক 
aবয্য় 

বাহ: (িক সুnৰ) /bah/ 

(/ki xundɒr/), হা্য় 
হায়! (aকালেত ঢুকাল) 
/hai hai!/ (/ɒkalɒte 
dhukal/),  
িছ: (বৰ েলেতৰা) /sih/ 

(/bɒr letera/), আo! 
(i্য়াৰ বৰ সাহ) /ao!/ 
(/iyar bɒr xah/)  
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Vocative  VOC  RP_VOC 
সেmাধনেবাধক 
aবয্য় 

a’ (a’ েমাৰ আেপান 
েদশ) /ɔ̩/( /ɔ̩ mor 

apon dex/), ঐ (ল’ৰা) 
/ɔ̩i/ (/lɒra/),  
েহ (হিৰ) /hɛ/ (/hɒri/), 

েহিৰ /heri/, েহৰা 
(বnু) /hɛra/ 
(/bɒndhu/) 

9 
Quantifiers(QT) 

পিৰমান িনেদশর্ক 

Cardinals  QTC  QT_QTC  aংকবাচক 
eক /ɛk/, দiু 
/dui/, িতিন /tini/ 

Ordinals  QTO  QT_QTO  পুৰণবাচক) 

pথম /prɒthɒm/, 
িdতীয় /ditiyɒ/, 
পিহলা /pɒhila/, 
নৱমী /nɒbɒmi/, 
দেহাkিৰ 
/dɒhokuri/,  
বােৰkিৰ 
/barekuri/, েষাড়শী 
/xorɒxi/, শিতকা 
/xɒtika/, েহজাৰী 
/hejari/, kিৰ 
/kuri/,  
গnা /gɒnda/, 

10 
Residuals(RD) 

aৱিশ  

Foreign Word  RDF  RD_RDF  িবেদশী শb 
েপন /pen/, িক‐ব’দর্ 
/ki bɔ̩rd/ 

Symbol  SYM  RD_SYM  িচh  any symbol 

Punctuation  PUNC  RD_PUNC  যিত িচন  ৷, ?, ! 
Unknown  UNK  RD_UNK  ajাত  ‐‐ 

Echowords  ECH  RD_ECH  নয্াtক শb 
কা‐কা /ka-ka/, েভৗ‐
েভৗ /bhɔ̩u-bhɔ̩u/ 

 
 
 

V. POS TAGGING AND ITS CHALLENGES IN ASSAMESE 

LANGUAGE 

 The Assamese language is one of the rich languages in 
terms of the types of word class or POS present in it. At the 
same time, Assamese is also a Morphologically Rich 
Languages (MRL). It belongs to the Indo-Aryan class of 
Languages along with other predominant languages such as 
Bengali, Hindi, etc[24]. 

 As far as the Assamese language is concerned, there 
are many challenges, that make the tagging of POS very 
difficult and complex. Like the other language of Indo-
Aryan class of Languages, the Assamese is also a free word 
order language. A language is said to be a free word order 
language if the placement of words in the formation of a 
sentence has negligible influence as far as the semantics of 
the sentence is concerned. In the Assamese, although, the 

predominant word order is subject(S), verb (V), and object 
(O) that is SVO, but we can see some other word orders as 
well in the construction of sentences. They are: SVO, SOV, 
VSO, VOS, OVS, and OSV. Out of these six, the first three 
that is SVO, SOV, VSO are mostly dominant in the 
formation of the sentence. For example, in the sentence  

  "মi ভাত খাoঁ৷" /Moi bhat khao/ and  

  "ভাত মi খাoঁ৷" /Bhat moi khao/,  

there is hardly any difference in the semantic. This issue 
may create a problem as far as the tagging of POS is 
concerned [19][20]. 
 
 Apart from it, there are some other issues, which 
makes, the POS tagging a very critical task. Firstly, we can 
talk about "Ambiguous words". Ambiguous words create a 
major problem as they can be categorized in different word 
classes[21]. There are many words, which can have more 
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than one tag. This incidence is known as "Lexical 
ambiguity". For example, sometimes the same word such as 
"mark" in English represents as a 'noun' and 'verb', in a 
sentence like: 
 

'Mark was marked as a criminal' 
 

 Similarly, in Assamese, sentences such as   "সুnৰ  eজন 
সুnৰ  ল'ৰা৷"  /Xundɒr  ejon  xundɒr  lɔr̩a/, the word "সুnৰ" 
/Xundɒr)/  is categorized into proper-noun (the first "সুnৰ" 
/Xundɒr)/) and adjective (the second "সুnৰ" /Xundɒr)/). 
 In the same line, the word “কলা’’  /kɒla/, may function 

as Adjective(JJ) as well as Noun(N). For example,  

 কলা    /kɒla/  (Adjective(JJ))  ‐  মানহুজন  কলা৷ 
/manuhjɒn kɒla/‐ The man is deaf. 

 

 কলা‐েকৗশল  /kɒla‐kɒuxɒl/  (Adjective(JJ))  ‐  িস 
তাৰ কলা‐েকৗশল েদখাi আেছ৷ /xi tar kɒla‐kɒuxɒl 
dekhai ase/‐ He is showing his skills. 

 

 কলা‐  সংsৃিত(N)  /kɒla  xɒŋskriti/‐ aসমৰ কলা‐ 
সংsৃিত(N) বােৰ ৰহনীয়া /ɒxɒmɒr  kɒla‐xɒŋskriti 

barerɒhɒniya/‐  The Assamese culture is 
versatile. 

  in the above example, in the first two sentences, the 
word ’কলা’ /kɒla/ , the word is used as Adjective(JJ) and in 

the next two sentences, the same word ’কলা’ /kɒla/, is 
functioning as a noun. So, during the tagging process, the 
automatic POS tagger, may try to place the word, either in 
the noun category or in the adjective category. 
Similarly, for the word “কৰ“ /kɒr/ 

 কৰ  /kɒr/ (flower bud)(N)  ‐ ফুলৰ কৰেটা বৰ 
ধুনীয়া৷  /phulɒr  kɒrto  bɒr  dhuniya/‐  The 

flower bud is very beautiful. 
 

 কৰ /kɒr/ (tax)  (N)  ‐ কৰ সময়মেত পিৰেশাধ কৰা 
uিচত৷ /kɒr xɒmɒymɒte pɒrixodh kɒra usit/‐ 

Tax should be paid on time. 
 

 ক ‐কৰ  (Troublesome)  (Adjective(JJ))  ‐  পাহাৰ 
বেগাৱা  বৰ  ক ‐কৰ৷/pahar  bɒgowa  bɒr 

kɒsɒkɒr/  ‐  The climbing of hill is very 
difficult. 

in the first two sentence, the ’কৰ’/kɒr/, is functioning as 

noun and in the third sentence, it is functioning as 
adjective(JJ). 

In the following sentences, the word “িবষ“ (bix), 

 িবষ  ‐  (Noun(NN))  ‐ poison  ‐ pain  ‐ েতoঁৰ হাতৰ  িবষ 
ৈহেছ৷  /teɒr hatɒr bix hɒise/  ‐ He is having pain in 

his hand. 
 

 িবষ‐ধৰ  (Adjective (JJ)) - One which has poison(eg. 

snake) ‐  সাপডাল  বৰ  িবষ‐ধৰ  আিছল৷  /xapdal  bɒr 
bixɒdhɒr asil/‐ The snake was very poisonous. 

 is functioning as a noun whereas in the second 
sentence, the same word is functioning as Adjective(JJ).  
 
 In handling the above situations, we need to consider 
the individual words rather than the sentence, while POS 
tagging is carried out. 
 
Another challenging task that we can see in the following 

example for the word "কলা" /kɒla/, 

 কল  /kɒl/(Industry)  (NN)  ‐  জািগৰেডাত  কাগজ  কল 
আেছ৷  /jagirɒdɒt  kagɒj  kɒl  ase/‐  There  is  a  paper 
mill in Jagiroad. 

 

 কল /kɒl/(fruit) (NN) ‐ কল aিত পুি কৰ ফল৷ /kɒl ɒti 
pustikɒr phɒl/‐ Banana is very nutritious fruit.   
 

 কল  /kɒl/  (switch)(NN)  ‐  আকাশবাণীৰ  কলেটা  িটিপ 
িদয়ক৷  /akaxbanir kɒltu  tipi diyɒk/‐ Switch on  the 
radio.[23] 

 

 To, identify, the root word in a sentence, Suffix 
stripping is used[22]. The process basically, strips off the 
suffix from a word, to extract the root word. For example, 

the root word   ভাৰত    /bharɒt/  may have a different suffix 

such as 
  

 ’◌ীয়’ /‐iyɒ/ (ভাৰতীয়) /bharɒtiya/,  
 ’বাসী’ /baxi/ (ভাৰতবাসী) /bharɒtbaxi/,  
 ’ৰt’ /rɒtnɒ/ (ভাৰতৰt) /bharɒtrɒtnɒ/, 

 

suffix stripping is a step, which is carried out before the 
POS tagging is done so that the word can be placed in the 
appropriate class. But as it is done most of the time 
automatically, there is a chance of incorrect stripping output 
which is reported by the researchers[Q]. For example, the 

word  ’মাজলুী’  /majuli/  may be wrongly stripped of to  মাজলু 
/majul/,  same is the case with the word  'িদlী;  /dilli/  be 

stripped off as িদl /dillɒ/ [18][22].  
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 Based on the above circumstances, it can be said that 
the tagging of POS in the Assamese Language is one of the 
challenging task, which needs to be taken care of very 
carefully. Otherwise, the tagging process may result in an 
error.  
 In the above example, although, they all fall under the 
same POS tag, that is a noun, but gives different meanings 
in different contexts. So, while tagging is carried out, the 
context in which it is used needs to be considered. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 Although the POS tagging process is carried out 
automatically, there are many challenges that need attention 
and human intervention. Especially in languages like 
Assamese, which is morphologically rich and a free word 
order language, the challenges are even more. The need for 
the design of a versatile POS tagger is very much felt. 
Although, there are many automatic POS taggers for the 
Assamese language are there, and performing their job very 
well, but still, the need for a complete automatic POS tagger 
is always felt, which can handle all the aspects of the 
language. In the present paper, the authors try to showcase 
the different challenges that need to overcome, while 
designing an automatic POS tagger.   
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